
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of content
creative. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the
list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for content creative

Manages creative professionals who design, develop, and create various
materials to support a wide variety of requests from large scale and complex
marketing initiatives
Develop dynamic content features both online, through social media, print,
and new technologies including photography, video, interviews and longform
writing other forms of storytelling, and strategically incorporate these stories
into overall messaging and social media messaging
Responsible for the overall design and functionality of the site within website
templates
Helps set vision of Branded Content team and works with Sr
Leading the creative and marketing direction with all creative agencies
Reviewing all scripts and concepts to ensure each campaign accomplishes its
creative and marketing objectives
Acting as a creative conduit through which other departments within the
company consult for creative direction, strategy and approvals
Communicating and coordinating all marketing efforts with Global and Home
Entertainment marketing departments to ensure that the creative direction is
aligned with the global campaign
Developing creative strategy and producing content for global campaigns
Finishing of all materials, which includes pulling shots, color grading,
conforming picture, final mix, graphics, sync and delivering in proper specs

Qualifications for content creative
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Ability to influence, develop, and enhance the strategy development process
Embraces change and is highly adaptable
Ability to manage conflicting priorities and thrive in fast paced environment
Ability to problem solve and be flexible to other’s ideas when faced with
challenges in everyday work flow
Minimum 1-2 years prior experience home video/entertainment marketing or
promotion, and/or video production, and/or Film, and/or TV, and/or Web site
production strongly preferred


